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Q. How does Helping America Group Work?

A. In a nutshell, we fight for “our” consumer rights. We challenge creditors and collectors who fail to conduct their business in accordance

with state and federal statutes. We do this by using our years of experience in the debt industry to fight back for you.

Q. Are we attorneys?

A. Helping America Group (“HAG”) is not an attorney at law and does not give legal advice. It is not a credit counseling service or a debt

management or debt relief company. HAG works directly and in conjunction with clients who are not currently involved in litigation for debt

related matters that the client discloses to HAG in its agreement with HAG. In the event a client of HAG becomes involved in litigation for a

debt related matter pertaining to a debt that HAG has been working to get dismissed, HAG will recommend an attorney or attorney network

to represent client and HAG if necessary and applicable. Inquire further for more details.

Q. What is an “Alleged Debt”?

A. An alleged debt is the amount or balance a bank, creditor, or collector claims is owed which a consumer believes is wrong – it is a false

debt.

Q. What is the purpose of Helping America Group’s Program?

A. To provide consumers with the tools and a professional team to help you fight your debt and challenge creditors and collectors who fail to

conduct their business in according with state and federal statutes.

Q. Is the banking and credit card industry really that bad or deceptive?

A. We think so. So does Congress. The industry is so bad and deceptive that Congress had to enact special laws to protect consumers

against the abuses. Examples include and are not limited to the Federal Truth in Lending Act, the Federal Fair Credit Billing Act, the Federal

Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, etc. It does not stop there. Various states have grown tired and enacted extra state legislation to curb the

abuses such as Colorado with its Fair Debt Collection Practices Act.

Q. What is meant by the term “debt resolution”?

A. A better term is probably “debt solution”, since you are really looking for a way to solve debt problems. We choose to solve your debt

problems by using consumer protection and federal laws to establish a true defense to protect you while you are in the program, so you

can be in a position of strength when dealing with debt collectors.

Q. How does this differ from debt consolidation?

A. In debt consolidation you move unsecured debt into secured debt, frequently by using a second mortgage on your home. While a lower

interest rate may seem appealing, in the long run you will pay out much more with consolidation than with any other program. The only way

to judge it is to actually do the math.

Q. What if the debt collector continues to try and collect?

A. Our paperwork is written so that you are empowered to go after the debt collector for harassment. If they continue to try and collect it will

only help your case.

Q. What if I already have a judgment against me? Will this still help me?

A. Possibly, but not in all cases. If, for example, a credit card company has sued you and won, there is probably little we can do to protect

you from that creditor. However, you probably owe on more credit cards than that one. Our program can help shield you from them. In

addition, there may be situations where we can shield you from existing suits. We will need to see all your documents to make a

determination.

Q. How long does the process take?

A. Just like a lawyer cannot exactly say when your case will be complete, we don’t like putting a time limit on the procedure. Each situation

is unique and requires personalized attention. We communicate with you throughout the entire program and make sure you are consistently

updated regarding our progress and things expected from you. We work with you like a partnership. We keep you apprised of anything we

know and expect the same from you, as a partner. Depending on how quickly your debts are resolved with creditors, you could gain

sufficient leverage with creditors within 24 – 36 months.

Q. Can I make monthly payments so I can take advantage of your program?

A. Yes. We can tailor a plan for you based on your ability to pay and what your debt situation looks like.

Q. What if I need to change my payment?

A. If you ever need to change or modify a payment, please give us a call AT LEAST 5 business days in advance so we can do so, or else

there may be an additional fee.

Q. What are my responsibilities while I’m in the program?

A. While your creditors are busy verifying all the documents that relate to your credit disputes, you should get in a good habit of keeping

track of any potential violations by them. In our welcome packet you will find some sample communication logs, that we recommended

filling out whenever a debt collector calls you.
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